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Agreement oí Cooperation

which was established between
on the one hand Funzione Pubblica -

CGIL

Postal address: Via Vidali, 1-34131 Trieste
Location: Trieste

í

Telephone. fax. email: 040t768844.fn@toe.cgil.ir
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Court registration number /licence number/:
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Tax nurnber:
Representative entitled to signature: Mafalda Ferlettí
Permanent contact peÍSon lname, accessibility: Mafalda Ferletti
on the other hand Trade Union of Local trndustry and Municipal Manageinent 2000/HVDSZ}ffilOl

Location: 9TlaCirkotai Road Budapest 1141
Telephone, fax, email:
Court registration nulnber /licence number/: 11162
Tax number:
Representative entitled to signafure: Szabó istvánné
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as Partners of Cooperation, on the present day, under the

following conditions:

The purirse of l,i^e \greement of Cooperation is the establishmcnt of a rt ; g-teffil cooperation
between thv signatories in order to realise the aims and supportable activities of TAMOP
2,5'3"AI3lI-2013-0043 terrder in the organtzations signing Íhe Agreement of Cooperation in a rnore
effective way than up to the present time. -1.

The purpose of the cooperation is the strengthening of the trade unions in order to enable thern to
participate in conciliations at medium level and in social dialogues on the basis of well-founded
professional knowledge as organizations demonstrating strength in the support of ernpioyees.

2. The content of the Agreement of Cooperation covers the

following areas:

- the mutual exchange of experience about the organization activities of trade unions in the field
safeguard of interests ;

- exchange of experience in the case of activities of professional interests by analysing the
economic and political circumstances and - provided it is possible arriving at a common
representative opinion in the internation a\ organizations /EP Sll, PSV;
- exchange of experience in the fields of social parlnership, concluding collective contracts, the

improvement of working condítions and occupational safety.
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:

3. In the course of the cooperation the two trade unions undeftake to cooperate in the fields

of

- trade union training:

- organiztng holidays;
- sport and culture.

4. The trade unions parlicipating in the cooperation underlake
- the representation of solidarity with each other in the course of the actions of the trade unions

concemed;
- the announcement

ofjoining forces and supporting each other in the media.

5. Within the framework of the Agreement of Cooperation the trade unions undertake the

concrete actions before 30 June 20t5:

íollowing

- handing over the experience concerning the establishment of collective contracts of various

branches oí economy;
- personal assistance

by CGIL in supporting the endeavours of HVDSZ 2000.

Persons in charge: Szabó Istvánné' Presiclent of HVDSZ 2000
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renewed annually stating deadlines and persons in charge as well.

7. The present Agreement of Cooperation was created within the framework of TAMOP
2.5.3.A13 I 1-20 1 3-0043 tender.

8. The Agreernent was read by the signatories, it was accepted by the leading bodies of the trade
unions concerned, and after common interpretation it was signed as harmonious with their intention
and statements in every way.
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